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The spirits  sector, typically res ilient despite economic downturn conditions , has  seen declines  in sales  volume s ince its  2020 boom. Image
courtesy of Mot Hennessy

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

The spirits sector's lockdown boom has slowed substantially, according to recent sales data.

Comprised of six spirits including cognac, tequila, scotch and other whiskey varieties, Luxury Brand Index: 2022
Second Quarter Report shows spirits plummeted from April 2022 to June 2022. Though the premium spirits sector saw
a recent dip in growth overall, specialty tequila appears to be on the rise, up 43 percent.

"We continued to see strong consumer demand for luxury spirits brands through the second quarter of 2022 despite
the current economic environment," said Christine LoCascio, chief of public policy at the Distilled Spirits Council of
the United States (DISCUS), in a statement.

"It appears macroeconomic headwinds slowed the astonishing growth rate of luxury spirits sales of 2021 but were
not strong enough to reverse the positive premiumization trend," Ms. LoCascio said. "Distilled spirits are affordable
luxuries that bring spirits consumers great joy.

"Consumers are willing to spend extra for that special spirit and choosing to drink better, not more."

First launched at the DISCUS Annual Conference in October 2021, the coalition sources results from The Luxury
Brand Index (LBI), an owned industry tool created to analyze sales of spirits brands at the top end of the distilled
spirits market, released quarterly to provide insight to the beverage business community, analysts and media. The
LBI tracks the performance of spirits brands that have a 750ml retail price of $50 or more retail prices were
calculated by IRI Worldwide using retail scanner data, and volumes were derived from DISCUS' proprietary brand
data.
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Specialty tequila has consistently outpaced its peers in recent years, reflecting a definitive shift in consumer
preference toward the agave derivative.
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DISCUS' Luxury Brand Index (LBI) supports  the claim that tequila has  outperformed other categories , s tarting in 2021. Image credit: DISCUS

Tequila saw a larger jump in growth from Q2 2020 to Q2 2021, as compared to its rise from Q2 2021 to Q2 2022,
signaling that it has been somewhat impacted by lower ultra-premium spirits sales, but not as much as its peers.

Last year, that growth leader was cognac.

Having gone from a -5 percent growth rate in the second quarter of 2020, to 48 percent growth in 2021, cognac
topped all other categories in y-o-y growth.

Cognac can claim the greatest fall from grace for this year's second quarter, down to just 9 percent growth, the most
drastic drop of all spirits listed.

Its sharp decline is of note, and could reflect a shift towards clearer liquors and its compatibility with lower calorie
mixers, where brown liquors are not as easily able to sneak by undetected.

Both annual growth rates hit 45 percent in Q2. Image credit: DISCUSIn terms of overarching figures for five-year
category trends, tequila and American whiskey are neck-in-neck, according to DISCUS' latest.

Japanese whiskey has also hit a bump in the road.

The specialty spirit flatlined as the only luxury liquor of the six to reflect zero growth from last year until now. The
category is, notably, back up from a -2 percent decrease in Q2 2021.

Celebrity consensus 
Data commiserates reports that tequila and mezcal were the second-fastest growing spirits segment in 2021,
matched by what could be a celebrity-fueled trend.

Many famous faces have launched their own tequila operations and, more generally, wines and spirits brands,
within the last few years (see story).
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Five NBA owners , including Michael Jordan, launched Cincoro Tequila, an ultra-premium brand, in 2019. Image courtesy of Cincoro

Meanwhile, luxury conglomerates are doubling down on the categories.
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